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The following paragraphs outline the structure of the handbook.

In Chapter 1, the results of an asset market experiment, in which 64 subjects trade two assets on eight markets in a computerized continuous double auction, indicate that objectively irrelevant information influences trading behavior. It was found that positively and negatively framed information leads to a particular trading pattern, but leaves trading prices and volume unaffected. The experiment also provided support for the disposition effect. Participants who experience a gain sell their assets more rapidly than participants who experience a loss, and positively framed subjects generally sell their assets later than negatively framed subjects.

Chapter 2 examines whether information overload might partially explain why defined contribution plan participants tend to limit their information search and use simple heuristics. The results of the experiments performed suggest that the success of certain plan features depends strongly on the financial background of the participant. We find that low-knowledge individuals opt for the default allocation more often than high-knowledge individuals. The results emphasize the importance of plan design, especially the selection of plan defaults, and the need to improve the financial literacy of participants.

The third chapter examines investment decisions using the fundamental investment decision matrix to define investment success and investment error. The framework is effective in describing passive investment. Conditional risk attribution (CRA) is a tool for identifying the asymmetric returns available to passive investors. The geometric interpretation is expanded into generalized conditional risk attribution (GCRA) to measure the effectiveness of active decision-making processes.

Recent studies have documented a strong tendency for individual investors to delay realizing capital losses, while realizing gains prematurely. This tendency has been termed the ‘disposition effect.’ In the fourth chapter individual investors were surveyed and it was found that more respondents reported regret about holding on to a losing stock too long than about selling a winning stock too soon. This finding suggests that individual investors are consistently engaging in behavior that they have been warned can cost them money and that they might regret later.

Chapter 5 presents a study of overreaction, motivated by the unique characteristics of exchange-traded funds (ETFs), which should contribute to market efficiency. Since ETFs represent portfolios of stocks, they may not be as susceptible to short-term overreaction as individual stocks. In addition, they can be traded throughout the day and can be sold short, which might further limit potential overreaction. Yet the tradability of ETFs may allow unusual pressure on ETF prices that is not initiated by price movements of all the component stocks.

Chapter 6 examines the intentional herd behavior of market participants within different international markets using a new approach that permits the detection of even moderate herding over the whole range of market return. This approach compares
the cross-sectional deviation of returns of each of the selected markets with the cross-sectional deviation of returns of an ‘artificially created’ market free of herding effects. It is suggested that intentional herding is likely to be better revealed when we analyze familiar stocks.

Chapter 7 synthesizes the financial crisis contagion literature through the gravity model from physics and tests the hypothesis that the severity of contagion relates positively to trade and financial linkages but negatively to psychic distance between countries, when macroeconomic fundamentals and institutional factors are controlled for. The psychic distance variable, a behavioral predictor constructed along four dimensions, including geographic distance, common language, development level and common membership, is of key interest in this study.

Chapter 8 examines how commissions influence trading behavior by analyzing a unique data set of the equity trades of both individual and institutional active traders. Individual traders pay higher trading costs than institutional traders. As a result, they engage in more risky trading behaviors in order to cover these costs. Individual traders also trade significantly less because of their higher costs of trading. Individual traders tend to trade higher-priced stocks, hold their trades longer, and they experience much larger price swings than institutional traders. This leads individual traders to realize more dramatic gains and losses on their round trips.

Economic simulations typically focus almost exclusively on economic variables. If non-economic factors are included at all, it is usually in some form of utility function calculation. Chapter 9 presents a model that allows formal specification of a much broader range of factors, processes and quantities involved in human communities. The phenomena include the hierarchically structured social practices of the group, the principles that underlie choices in the community, and the recognizable positions or statuses in the community. This allows one to model intrinsic or expressive behavior, capturing the concept of multi-aspect identity and the impact of the principles of the group on individual behaviors, all in formal and quantitative form. Having these factors represented formally enables the creation of significantly more realistic simulations incorporating a much wider range of variables, particularly when the economic facts and quantities of interest are affected by and affect several other kinds of factors that are not, on the face of it, economic.

Chapter 10 examines the relationship between net aggregate equity fund flow and investor sentiment using weekly flow data. Using sentiment indicators from the American Association of Individual Investors and Investor Intelligence, it was found that net aggregate equity fund flow in the current week is higher when individual investors became more bullish in the previous and current weeks. Moreover, higher net aggregate equity fund flow in the current week induces newsletter writers to become more bullish in the subsequent week. The relationship between net aggregate equity fund flow and investor sentiment remains strong even after accounting for the effects of risk premium and inflation. Overall, the evidence suggests that the behavior of equity fund investors is influenced not only by economic fundamentals, but also by investor sentiment.

Chapter 11 provides experimental evidence about the differences between buy-side analyst (BSA) and sell-side analyst (SSA) earnings forecasts, and investigates both motivational and cognitive determinants of these differences. The results indicate that, as expected, SSAs make more favorable earnings forecast revisions than BSAs, and,
consistent with prior research, analyst forecasts are greater as forecast horizon increases. In addition, while information variability does not contribute to optimism, differences in trend and recency do. Specifically, analysts act as if they discount both past earnings information with a decreasing trend and negative recent information when revising their forecasts. Directions for additional research on motivational and cognitive determinants of analyst forecasts are offered.

Empirical studies show that people tend to be overconfident about the precision of their knowledge, leading to miscalibration. Chapter 12 discusses this miscalibration, highlighting the decision makers of Swiss pension plans. These decision makers provided too narrow confidence intervals when asked to estimate past returns of various assets. Their confidence intervals are also very narrow in their forecasts of future returns. They are less miscalibrated, however, than the laypeople sample. Individual differences between the participants’ degree of overconfidence are large and stable across those two different tasks. In a linear regression model the evidence shows that the size of participants’ confidence intervals is linked to individual characteristics. In the sample, younger people with a degree from university and with more experience in finance provide larger intervals than older people without such an education and with less experience.

Chapter 13 reviews the hypotheses from a recent paper on rational versus bounded rationality, and discusses the results of stronger tests conducted using data from two complete business cycles to examine whether they can be validated beyond one business cycle. The original study tested two contrasting theoretical approaches, rational versus boundedly rational, to understanding the growth forecasting behavior of financial analysts as well as related decision making by managers.

Chapter 14 focuses on a model of forecasting behavior in which analysts do not always make forecasts that are consistent with their private information. Using this model to provide theoretical direction, the authors conducted experimental sessions to investigate individual forecasting behavior. The results were further examined to provide a less disperse distribution.

Chapter 15 argues that behavioural finance not only provides a theoretical foundation for financial advising, but also has highly practical relevance. To support this claim, this chapter reviews the main paradigms of traditional finance, expected utility theory and mean–variance analysis, and showed that mean–variance analysis does not serve well as a rational benchmark for investment decision making. This is followed by a short overview of the main insights of behavioral finance, which showed which aspects of the observed investor's behavior should be accepted as part of his preferences and which aspects should be corrected because they lead to irrational decisions.

Chapter 16 investigates whether traders’ state-dependent expectations biases can account for anomalous country fund discount movements. A multiple-agent asset pricing model that includes both rational traders and traders who display biases in expectations formation following market states with large amounts of price variance or CNN financial news is provided. Importantly, traders’ biased behavior is based on evidence of state-dependent over- or underreaction biases observed in asset price forecasting experiments. Closed-form solutions from a multi-agent pricing model predict a multiple-driver property of fund prices. Empirical tests for these drivers’ influence in field data finds that up to 21 percent of the out-of-sample country fund discount variance can be explained by dummies representing the occurrence of behavioral bias trigger states.
Recent literature reports evidence on investor behavior that is inconsistent with traditional finance theory. One currently being debated is behavioral irrationality, the tendency of investors to hold losing investments too long and sell winning investments too soon, a phenomenon known as the disposition effect. Chapter 17 analyzes the trading records of all individual investors in the Finnish stock market and documents that capital losses reduce the selling propensity of investors. There is, however, no opposite effect identifiable with respect to capital gains. The results also showed, somewhat surprisingly, that both positive and negative historical returns significantly reinforce the negative association between the selling propensity of investors and capital losses. While these findings offer no direct support for the disposition effect, they do suggest that investors are loss averse.

Chapter 18 analyzes the effect of business and consumer confidence indexes on the returns of the Brazilian stock market using a model that accounts for fundamentals (rational) and noise components (irrational) of confidence indexes on the São Paulo leading index Bovespa. Consistent with previous studies for the US markets, statistically significant impacts of rational components of the indexes on Bovespa were found. In particular, there are immediate positive responses of the stock market returns to rational feedback, but negative responses of stock market returns to irrational feedback corrected by positive responses in the upcoming periods. There are positive effects of past stock market returns on rational but not on irrational feedback. The results support the economic-fundamentals-based arguments of stock returns.

Chapter 19 describes the interaction between noise traders and information traders. It is not assumed that information traders are error-free. Instead information traders make mistakes, leading to underreaction and overreaction. Information traders may even add to pricing errors in the market. These interactions are captured in an information-adjusted noise model. The model is tested using data from the Australian Stock Exchange. This market has a continuous information disclosure regime that allows a determination of when information is released to the market. Evidence is presented that is consistent with the notion that the market is often informationally inefficient.

Chapter 20 investigates behavioral effects known as illusion of control and ambiguity aversion using an experiment with business and economics students in Brazil. Empirical results suggest that people present both ambiguity aversion and illusion of control. Nonetheless, most agents are not willing to pay a premium to reduce or eliminate ambiguity aversion and to gain ‘control.’ These results share some similarities with results for developed markets, but it seems that cultural differences may play a role in these results.

Chapter 21 examines the investment practices of Malaysian institutional investors during bullish and bearish periods. The factors and forces that drive the Malaysian stock market are also identified. The investors used a great deal of information within and outside the firm before making any stock selection. The analysis of fundamentals appears to be the most popular method for share appraisal. The survey findings demonstrated that Malaysian investors appeared to be rational and prudent in making financial decisions.